
 

 

St Michael’s Church of England, VA, Primary and Infant School 

This school aims to provide a learning environment that is happy, caring and secure, in 

which each child can thrive, achieve and be inspired to love learning. 

 

Full Governing Body Meeting Monday 21st January 2019 

MINUTES 

KEY: Challenge Support SIAMS RE 

Attendees: Peter Martin, David Hibberd, Andrew Beane, Chris Marriott, Olivia Corfield, Mary Evans, Jack 

Branford, Julie Phillips and John Neenan 

Apologies: Eleanor Milligan 

Also Attending: Fiona Tibbitt as clerk 

 Subject Action 

1 Welcome         

AB welcomed everyone to the meeting, especially Olivia Corfield, the new parent 

governor. He opened the meeting with a prayer.   

Apologies were received from EM.   

OC registered that she is also a staff governor at Hevingham School.   

 

2 Confirmation of minutes from 26th November 2018  

JP proposed the minutes were accepted as a true record of the meeting, CM 

seconded this and all approved.  

Matters arising 

The SIB meeting attendees were impressed with the science plans and the 

children’s books. 

The Pupil Premium statement has been updated. The Governor Action Plan has 

been added to the SIDP. FT has confirmed with Governor Services that the staff 

training record doesn’t need to be anonymised for governors. The new school 

vision has been discussed by the governors, in the classroom, and by the school 

council.  It was agreed that parents would be invited to give their views too. JB has 

updated his training record on Governorhub. ALF representatives have been to 

speak to the owner of Kayes shop regarding the selling of real raccoon fur hats. The 

parent who made the complaint is happy with how the situation has been 

managed. AB thanked JN for his handling of the situation. 

 

3 SIB update (School Improvement Board)  

The reason for the SIB, due to the 1-year dip in results and then followed by 

building work and new head, were explained to OC. The meeting in December was 

positive having looked through science books, discussed plans and looked at 

progression. The current year 2 cohort may struggle to meet targets for national 

average. A 3rd of the year group are on the SEN register.  

 



 

 

The January meeting looked through data and questioned what actions were in 

place to rectify any issues.  MHH was happy with the progress made since 

September and that the commentary behind those who won’t meet age related 

targets was sound.  The data shows that the progress made is good.  

Governors agreed that it was useful to have the SIB giving extra vigour to 

triangulating monitoring of standards of work and data. 

4 Head teachers report via 

SOAP (School on a Page) 

JN had updated the format ensuring it was purpose built for the current setting. He 

confirmed that N/A was added for HR policies as governors use the HR policies 

from Educator Solutions. JN confirmed that the weaknesses in the last Ofsted 

report from 2014 were highlighted in SLT and staff meetings.  

EM had asked the following questions, shown below in italics, via email prior to the 

meeting. JN shared them and his responses in the meeting.  

EYFS Data – If we are above the national average in GLD lit and Num but below for 

the average point score; what were the areas that were below the national average 

and what are we doing about those aspects of teaching and learning? 

JN has updated the SOAP to make this clearer, it now shows that although our 

Literacy and Numeracy percentages were above national these were the weakest 

areas in the EYFS curriculum.  The percentage is taking the score for all pupils and 

the average point score is taken for each individual pupil across all areas and then 

is averaged. It was clarified that the average point score isn’t a percentage.  

Phonics - 81% is the aspirational target set by the school but is still likely to be 

below the national average. 

Having just led a conference on Speech and Language in Partnership with an S&L 

therapist, I wonder whether there is more we can think about with regard to the 

communication chain as a whole in the EYFS to support; both the issues with S&L 

identified in your PP statement and the difficulties our children have with this 

screening.  

There is currently a universal issue with SALT. We have a pupil who is in need to 

intensive speech therapy, however she is about to be discharged after 4 sessions 

even though she has no speech.  Governors asked if the S&LT was paid for, JN 

advised it was through the NHS. He explained that;  

-If we identify children as having a speech difficulty, we encourage parents to visit 

the drop-in sessions locally.  

 

 



 

 

-Any initial targets are then worked through with the children. If no progress is 

seen, we then look at making a full referral.  

- We will also put in place bespoke learning opportunities for the children who 

need them. Using expertise within the school to build up our own S and L package. 

Steff Askew visited to look at the SEN funding need in the school and agreed there 

was a high need for the size of the school.  JN explained the school receives a 

notional SEN funding of £22,000 however, having broken down the costings of 

staffing etc, £55,000 of the budget is spent on SEND.  Steph knew of one pupil 

wanting to come to St Michael’s as their parents knew of JN’s good management 

with SEND pupils.    

KS1 – what initiatives are being employed to improve writing and how are these 

being received by children? 

- Talk for writing has worked really well at engaging the children as well as the core 

text approach, focussing on one particular book.  They are also looking at mind 

mapping, drafting and creating own work.  

- A different range of texts are being used to encourage children’s vocabulary as we 

need to see an element of the children’s reading in their writing for Good 

Development at the end of KS1.  

-There is a big push on spelling of Common Exception Words and topic vocabulary. 

- Word aware approach is being used, having anchor words and pre-teaching.   

 

In science the aspirational target is lower than last year, why? 

-The lower target is based on the make-up of the cohort and the ability of the 

children to demonstrate their understanding independently.   

 

Governors questioned how often pupil progress meetings take place. JN confirmed 

this was once a term which enables correct scaffolding to be put in place to 

hopefully enable pupils to make greater than expected progress.  How effective 

this is, also depends on where the child is in their social and emotional 

development. 

Attainment and progress – Can you explain the notation in the progress column 

please? How can 97% represent 1 pupil? Does it mean that 1 pupil is not making 

the expected progress? 

- The number underneath the % is the number of children not making expected 

progress.  



 

 

Governors questioned how the progress was tracked and monitored. JN advised 

they used point in time assessment, summative assessment with rising stars, and 

multi tick on Pupil Asset; therefore, the results are triangulated. 

Year 1 cohort going forwards should be ok by end of KS1. 

 
Governors questioned what was being done to help the current year 2 pupils not 

making age related expectations. JN confirmed that as teachers had highlighted 

this as a concern, and looking at what is being done including Pupil Premium, SEND 

and EAL groups, the teachers have put together a plan for progress with an 

intervention timetable.  

Governors asked how teachers were working with parents to improve progress.  JN 

confirmed that all the children not expected to make age related targets have an 

IEP (Individual Education Plan). This is shared with parents who meet regularly with 

the teacher for a progress meeting.  It was queried if parents attended the 

meetings. JP confirmed that they all do as, if the first invitation is turned down, the 

teachers persist until the parents come in. JN advised that a couple of pupils from 

Oak class who have already reached their IEP targets have had their plans 

rewritten and new targets placed.  

Any children still not making progress are being referred either to EPSS 

(Educational Psychologist Schools Service) or S&LT. 

JN has also added an extra 15 TA hours so that Beech and Oak receive 1 day a week 

support and there is a day split between Willow and Apple. The school is fortunate 

to have 2 good PGCE students as well. Mary Evans (with her SEND experience) also 

comes in to give extra reading support for those that need it.  

Governors questioned if teachers were differentiating the teaching between girls 

and boys as the girls’ results were slightly lower in reading and writing. JN and JP 

advised that the girls in Oak class had come from last years disrupted Cherry class 

and many of them were also on the wrong book level. The whole reading scheme 

has been readapted and the children are having extra reading and phonics lessons.  

 

Governors asked if there were specific small group interventions for purely girls or 

boys.  They were advised that intervention groups were done purely on their ability 

level.  It was questioned whether there would be mileage for doing groups for just 

girls or boys based on interest. JN and JP advised it was working better basing the 

groups on need and enabling one to one support for phonics.  

Governors asked what is being done for those who are meeting expectations or 

above? 



 

 

JN advised that those who are doing well are reading with the higher year group 

and are pushed forward to their abilities. The age range for books has also been 

extended to year 5 and 6 readers. The school has also invested in more guided 

reading books for older children.  

Governors asked if the SIB would return if the year 2s don’t meet the national 

average. JN felt this was unlikely as they are aware of the situation and the 

interventions that are being put in place, also the children are making good 

progress.  JN will speak to John Crowley at NCC for his opinion. Cherry class 

children did have a disrupted year with 3-4 different teachers.  

JN advised that from the current 32 year 2 children, 18 have put St Michael’s down 

as first choice for year 3, 10 as second choice and 4 have yet to decide. It was 

agreed last year would have been greatly affected by the sibling effect. There are 

currently 30 children whose parents have put St Michael’s down as first choice for 

reception class but only 20 children can be offered a place.  

The admissions policy will be discussed at the Strategy committee meeting and 

brought to the FGB for approval ahead of the possibility of appeals for places.  

Governors need to be mindful of the school becoming too big if the appropriate 

infrastructure is not provided by NCC. If any changes were to be made in the 

Admissions Policy this would need to go to consultation and could not be changed 

until September 2021.  

PE Premium – Can you explain what the lunchtime play worker does? How does 

their role differ from other midday supervisors? 

 

JN advised that the money is not for one specific lunchtime play worker, but it is to 

provide enough lunch time support so that all MSAs can be involved with the 

children and play games.  The church has provided an extra person 3-4 days a week 

to help at lunchtime. It was confirmed that there is a staggered lunch to avoid long 

queues.  

There is a safe haven area of the playground for reception children that only they 

are allowed to play on at lunchtime, they are allowed to join the older children if 

they wish too. 

Are there any updates to the children with SEN? (I child with application to SRB and 

other in Nursery). 

JN advised that 2 children have been assessed by EPSS for SEND support. He has 

had meetings with the parents. 1 child has had an EP assessment and the school is 

waiting on the report.  An EHCP application for another child was initially turned 



 

 

down but following a strongly worded protest at this decision, by JN, a needs 

assessment is being carried out.  Another pupil is attending Mundesley SRB 

behaviour unit Monday to Thursday and is back in school on Fridays.  So far this is 

going well, and he has one to one support from a TA on his day in school.  JN and 2 

TAs will be going to Mundesley to see the strategies they are using.  

JN talked through the breakdown of SEND below: 

17/97 Children are SEN (Exc Nursery)  
17.5% of Children are SEN   
2/97 Children have an EHCP   
2% Have an EHCP     
 
Total:  21/97 or 19.6% (Inc Nursery 21/133 or 15.8%) 
 
 

 nursery reception Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

number of 

children 
2 

3 

(1 EHCP) 
3 10 

3 

(1 EHCP + 1 

EHCP 

application) 

 
Safeguarding  

JN advised that 23 children have had SG concerns that is 17.3%, 2 of these have a 

family support process in place although this is linked to a sibling not themselves.  

Attendance 

Attendance was discussed and JN advised this was being looked at in staff 

meetings.  The majority was due to the normal low immune systems of reception 

children and a bad spate of colds and sickness bugs.  Governors asked at what 

absence level parents would be asked to come in to discuss attendance.  JN 

advised this would depend on the family circumstances, for example whether it 

was due to not wanting to attend school or to illness.   

Governors raised concerns about certain children being persistently late to school.  

JN advised he was aware of the matter and it was being managed with the parents.  

Governors discussed whether attendance certificates should be used to encourage 

children to come to school.  After discussion it was felt that it was not the child’s 

fault that they did not come to school, so it was not fair to penalise them.  It was 

also pointed out that this was the same for children coming in late as they already 

felt shame at walking into a classroom late when it was unlikely to have been their 

fault.  

All governors had seen the updated SIDP (School Improvement and Development 

Plan), there were no further questions.  



 

 

5 Building update 

JN had received an email from NCC saying that the standalone nursery building was 

not feasible due to the proximity of the Anglian Water drains.  NCC were 

suggesting going with the add on classroom next to the nursery.  This would be 

impractical for the school during construction and once built would not give the 

nursery outside space necessary for a good early years’ setting. Governors were 

confused as to how the previous larger build had received planning permission 

which was on a similar footprint to the standalone plans.  It was believed that 

there would be more workable options for a standalone building if NCC came out 

to discuss it.  Governors agreed that option 2 and 3 were not workable and will be 

writing a letter to heads of departments at both the NCC and the Diocese to ask for 

a meeting to resolve the issue.  

Youngs park have been in contact to say that the school can use their grounds, this 

will start by the summer term.  

Governors questioned why more sport had not been arranged.  JN pointed out that 

the building work on the Ark had only just finished so the last term had limited 

playground and sports hall use. He is still waiting to hear back from AHS re use of 

their swimming pool.  The Ark is having a climbing frame fitted, there will be a new 

trim trail installed in the spring and Peter Minns, from the Norfolk Cricket Board, 

will be coming in to take cricket sessions.  There are also 2 sporting after school 

clubs.   

In PE lessons sports are done in cycles depending on the time of year, so it starts 

with dance, then gymnastics and yoga and games later in the year.   

Governors asked at what level children start competing.  JN advised they are 

starting now; several children will be taking part in a North Norfolk Schools 

Partnership tri-golf tournament and the school has signed up to the North Norfolk 

Schools Partnership.  One of the biggest issues this year has been a large 

proportion of PE funding being spent on the Ark.   

There was further discussion about what PE would look like in the future with the 

creative sports and outdoor adventurous activities which will be on offer. 

Governors queried if having the older children running around on the playground 

at playtimes was a health and safety risk.  It was asked if there had been many 

injuries.  JN advised that children needed to run around at playtimes and so far, the 

only injuries were the normal bumps and grazes.    As the school grew this would 

be considered in strategy meetings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A letter to 

be 

composed 

by Andrew. 



 

 

Ark Update – there are lots of areas still to be completed and this is being chased.  

It was suggested that no more was paid towards the 10% until it the work is 

complete and copying in Richard Butler to the next email chasing the work.   

JN advised the proposed date for the official opening was the 10th May, there were 

no objections to this.  

 

6 Policy Review  

 Governor decision planner 

It was noted that although the appointment of teachers was delegated to the head 

this was with the understanding that governors would be involved. JN agreed with 

this. It was queried why pay discretions were down to just the head when pay 

policy was at committee level, all agreed to move pay discretions to committee 

level.   

 Safeguarding policy  

This had been cross referenced with the latest updates such as added CADS instead 

of MASH and updating phone numbers.  All approved the policy.   

 

 Written statement of behaviour principles 

This was approved once the dates and header are updated.  It will be relooked at 

when the school’s new vision is in place.   It was clarified that the principles cover 

adult behaviour as well as the pupils and the behaviour policy was based on the 

principles.  

 

 

Minor 

adjustments 

to me made 

to the 

decision 

planner and 

behaviour 

principles. 

7 Cluster Trust update – the cluster is pushing forward for charitable status in order 

to fund improvements for SEND and mental health.  JN has been elected vice chair 

for the Cluster Trust. Governors felt it was good to have more of a presence in the 

Cluster trust.    

 

8 Safeguarding report - JN has completed a safeguarding audit based on questions 

that Ofsted will ask.  He identified the need to improve the children’s knowledge of 

safeguarding procedures and arranged for the NSPCC to lead 2 assemblies.  There 

will also be a safer internet assembly close to Safer Internet Day, 5th Feb, and he 

will lead one for parents as well.  There will be a clear mapping of internet safety 

through the ICT curriculum.   Safeguarding case studies can be shown to Ofsted 

from My Concern. JP has attended a MASH course and FT will be attending one on 

domestic abuse in the summer. MHH looked through the safeguarding paper 

records before they moved onto My Concern and said they were exemplary.  The 

 



 

 

NCC safeguarding advisor was pleased that all safeguarding concerns will now be 

digital and kept on My Concern.  

ME and FT had completed the governor safeguarding compliance checklist, there 

were no areas of concern.  

9 Monitoring and training update – The next governor in school week will be the 

week commencing 4th March.  Governors are welcome to book in any time during 

that week apart from the Tuesday morning.  There will be a specific focus.  It was 

explained that governors can request a visit to school at any time, but they have 

found it useful to have a focussed week when all governors endeavour to come in.  

ME attended a SEND course in December, this had reiterated that the most 

important aspect was looking for progress and recording this.  ME also passed on 

Catherine McMahon’s best wishes and advised she is enjoying her retirement. 

Governors were pleased to hear this.  

Visit school 

in the week 

commencing 

4th March. 

10 Governor Action Plan review – matters arising 

Governors questioned whether they could be doing more to engage the parent 

body.  The parent questionnaire going out in May was confirmed along with the 

wish to consult parents on the new vision.   

Consider 

ways on 

engaging 

parents. 

11 Confirm time and date of next meeting: Monday 18th March 6.00pm 

Committee meetings:  

Strategy Tuesday 29th Jan 4.00pm 

F & GP Thursday 7th Feb 3.30pm  

Read 

information 

for the 

meetings in 

advance. 

 


